1972 Ford Escort - GT1600 Twin Cam 2-Door
GT1600 Twin Cam 2-Door

Lot sold

USD 36 317 - 43 931
EUR 31 000 - 37 500 (listed)

Year of manufacture
Gearbox

1972

CK49MC29665A

Number of seats

2

Number of doors

2

Lot number

RHD

Condition

Used

Location

Manual

Chassis number

Drivetrain

Drive

2wd
53

Fuel type

Petrol

Exterior colour

Green

Car type

Other

Engine number

HEC

Exterior brand colour

British Racing
Green

Interior brand colour

Tan

Description
DESCRIPTION
Ford’s Mark 1 Escort proved a winner in rallying and touring car racing right from the outset,
beginning with the Twin-Cam of 1968. Using the same running gear found in its predecessor, the
Lotus Cortina, but with a lighter, stiffer bodyshell, the Escort ‘Twink’ proved a world-beater, famously
dominating the London-Mexico World Cup Rally in 1970. Developed by Ford’s Competition
Department in Boreham, the Twin Cam was launched in January 1968 and became an instant legend,
both as a formidable road car and specialist rally car. At the Twin Cam’s heart was Ford’s 1600cc preCrossflow block with a Lotus-developed DOHC cast alloy cylinder head, fed via twin dual choke Weber
40 DCOE carburettors. In road-going trim, the Twin Cam developed 109.5 bhp at 6000 rpm with a
useful torque output of 107 lb/ft at 4700 rpm, enough to propel the Escort from 0-60 mph in under
ten seconds and on to a top speed of 113 mph. Other changes included the stronger four-speed
manual gearbox previously used in the Lotus Cortina, with closely spaced gear ratios and 3.78:1 final
drive, along with stronger brakes and a sharper steering rack, with only three turns lock-to-lock. The
suspension was much stiffer than the standard Escorts, with lowered ride height, a front anti-roll bar
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and rear radius arms to keep both ends firmly planted on the road. Better brakes and wider wheels
and radial-ply rubber completed the package. The Escort Twin Cam quickly earned a reputation as a
giant killer, combining fantastic handling with excellent brakes and plenty of power to exploit the
chassis’ potential. Drivers like Roger Clark scored some memorable victories in the late 1960s and
early 1970s, helping Ford secure the World Rally Championship for Makes in both 1968 and 1969.
The first in a long line of hot Escorts, Ford began marketing the Twin Cam in Australia from March
1970 as an alternative to Holden’s Torana GTR, with assembly taking place at Homebush, NSW using
local Escort bodies with imported Lotus running gear. Australian Twin Cams also received better
interiors (with additional trim), an optional GS pack and a wider range of exciting period colours,
although Ford briefly rebadged it as the GT 1600 in November 1971. Genuine survivors are now in
great demand, with values rising sharply in recent years and they rarely come on the open market,
making this a fabulous opportunity for the Ford collector or enthusiast.
HISTORY
- Rare, highly collectible Ford Escort Twin Cam
- Fitted with a period Twin Cam engine
- Nicely refurbished example
Owned by the vendor for the past eight years, this Australian-assembled 1972 Escort Twin Cam
(badged as a GT 1600) has a build plate indicating the colour was non-standard, stamped “SVO” for
Special Vehicle Order while the trim code (‘B’) stands for black. Purchased in partially restored
condition, the owner completed the rebuild, installing a reconditioned twin cam engine (with a period
correct 701M 6015 “L” block) running twin Weber DCOE 31 carburettors, along with various upgrades
like a bigger radiator, 14 x 6JJ Minilite-style alloy rims etc. Nicely presented in British Racing Green
with period-style Recaros upholstered in tan cloth, the interior also features a sports steering wheel,
Lotus gear knob, drilled pedals and a retro push-button radio. Showing 30,610 miles on the clock at
the time of cataloguing, this fantastic little Escort has been driven sparingly on club runs on the
Central Coast and the owner reports the Twin Cam is great fun to drive. To be sold unregistered, the
car comes with a factory workshop manual and a quantity of spares included.
Note: Shannons advise that all potential buyers research all vehicles before purchase to authenticate
originality.
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